WPSU Poetry Moment
Poetry Moment highlights the wealth of poets and poetry in Pennsylvania. The series is a collaboration between WPSU and a central Pennsylvania poet, who hosts the show.
radio.wpsu.org/show/poetry-moment

WPSU Literacy Games
Use these games to review and practice K-12 literacy skills such as completing sentences, predicting stories, and making reading connections.
wpsu.org/games

News Literacy Initiative
Becoming news literate empowers us with the knowledge and tools to cultivate a healthy relationship with news so that we can shape our society through our choices and voices as informed individuals.
newsliteracy.psu.edu

Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare as performed at Penn State, including lesson plans to teach each Act.
pbslearningmedia.org/collection/12th-night-entire-play-and-lesson-plans

wpsu.org/education